Year 2
English
Autumn Term
2020
A collection of learning
from our classrooms
As part of our Year 2 English training this autumn term,
we asked schools attending to engage with a gap task
between sessions. This is the outcome.
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Introduction
Our year group training days for 2020-2021
were adapted both in format and content to
reflect the current educational position in
response to COVID-19 (including the summer
2020 lockdown and subsequent blended
learning approach being adopted by schools).

We broke our traditional training day into four
sessions: two mathematics and two English
sessions. Participants attended their first
mathematics and English sessions in Autumn 1
and then attended the second sessions in
Autumn 2. Participants were encouraged to
engage in a gap task focused on applying the
CPD delivered and considering its impact. The
training was delivered online.

This report shares our findings and approaches
to addressing the gaps in English in Year 2.

“If I had to reduce all of education psychology
to just one principle, I would say this: The most
important single factor influencing learning is
what the learner already knows.” (Ausubel,
1968)

This was our starting point, understanding
where our pupils were at.

At the start of session 1 we asked participants to
share their successes and challenges from Year
2 pupils since September 2020:
Successes
▪ Started oracy framework (Voice 21) a
structure for their speaking which is
impacting their writing
https://voice21.org/oracy/ (framework
added to course materials)
▪ Came back more confident than feared,
willing to write and having a go
▪ Story time and independent story book
enjoyment time to encourage love of
reading is going well
▪ Children demonstrating resilience to the
changes and willing to run with ideas
▪ Took class up so pre-existing relationships
were established quickly
▪ Attitude for learning
▪ Home learning
▪ Creativity and imagination
▪ Excited, motivated to write, give it a go,
verbally can say what to write
▪ Starting to ‘drum in’ what we are learning,
and the repetition of things is starting to
make an impact on outcomes
▪ Our ‘Must Reads’ are encouraging children to
take a book out every week and write a book
review – the books are wrapped up and they get
very excited

Challenges
▪ Stamina
▪ Lack of concentration
▪ Forgotten how to respond to marking or edit
▪ Gap that has widened between some
children
▪ Physical dexterity to write after time without
practice
▪ Children who can read using current phonics
but not applying in writing
▪ Some higher attaining writers who are
forgetting the basics
▪ Logistical challenges due to staff absences
▪ Limited vocabulary
▪ Children absences, missing input
▪ Phonics gap for some children
▪ SEN and cusp children
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▪
▪

Speaking in Standard English and in full
sentences
Things you think they may know from
previous year are not yet in place

Our Year 2 English CPD session 1 asked:
▪
▪

Where are our pupils at?
What do we want our year 2’s to achieve this
half term?

The key messages explored, which also formed
the focus of the gap task were:
▪ Talk, talk and more talk
▪ Read aloud…lots!
▪ The importance of early reading (including
phonics)
▪ Writing often, and with purpose
▪ Clear sequences of learning

“Children who are read to daily hear over a
million more words than their peers who are
not read to daily.”
Statistic taken from ‘Closing the Reading Gap’
(Jessica Logan, Ohio, US), by Alex Quigley
“Reading is the key that opens doors to many
good things in life. Reading shaped my dreams
and more reading helped me make my dreams
come true.”
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
“Use authentic examples from authentic texts to
exemplify grammar points, whenever possible.
This serves to strengthen the links between
reading and writing and allows young writers to
explore what young writers do and the choices
they make. It also links the community of school
writers to the broader community of writers and
allows teachers to choose texts which will
motivate their children.”
Essential Primary Grammar, D. Myhill

To support developing oracy in the classroom, suggested KS1 discussion guidelines were shared:

KS1 lesson plans and resources to support promoting talk in the classroom:
https://www.schoolimprovementsupport.org/oracy-hub/back-to-school-lessonpack-autumn-2020
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Overview of impact of session 1 CPD
By reading aloud to your class every day
(twice if you can), what has the impact
been?
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

Reading after lunch is a good way to
transition into learning.
Reading aloud allows children to develop
wider vocabulary as teacher acts out/shows
word meaning.
Greater opportunity to use contextual cues
and expression.
Provides exposure to a wide range of
vocabulary, which some pupils are applying
in their writing.
It has developed the joy of reading.
Less formal version of guided reading so
children can just enjoy and comment on
stories without pressure of questions.
Helping with confidence in guided reading
sessions.
Children choosing stories they want read but
may not yet be able to access
independently.
Promoting reading for pleasure.
Making lots of connections with other texts
and having discussions.
Displaying books in the classroom and it
generates a lot of excitement - asking
questions, making predictions, and generally
developing book chat.
Children have started requesting books and
re-reading those story books during
independent reading.

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

By providing regular purposeful writing
opportunities (not copying teacher
model), what has the impact been?
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

By delivering daily phonics and reading
sessions, what has the impact been?
▪
▪

▪

▪

Daily phonics has had a good impact with
both reading and writing.
Children are making links with reading and
guided reading, including sending books
home according to their phonics knowledge.
Children are better in their reading and they
are trying very hard to transfer this to their
spelling.
Phonics has improved greatly - children are
able to read more fluently and
independently.

A big improvement has been seen since
September.
Phonics mats available on the tables have
meant children are able to search for the
sound on their own - they don't stop writing
because they're stuck on spelling.
Short interventions throughout the week are
good for attention and recapping
knowledge.
Spelling is developing because they can
remember sounds.
Children are more confident.

▪
▪
▪

▪

Easier if the task is broken down into smaller
manageable chunks so that the children are
writing purposefully and not going off on a
tangent.
Children are currently working better with
short bursts of writing and they know why
they are writing the piece.
Using mini-plenaries and modelling is
supporting the process.
Say it, say it again, write it, read it is our
mantra.
‘Magpieing’ from the working wall and using
in context.
Gives pupils a chance to do independent
writing.
Discussing with their partners is improving
the quality of writing.
Making connections to different writing
skills.
Beginning to address the wide learning gap
in writing.
Choosing forms that do not necessitate
lengthy writing can give the children
opportunities to show off skills for example,
an advert or character description.
Creating own books at home remembering
to use punctuation that was learnt in school,
not just full stops.
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Teach grammar in context, what has the
impact been?
▪
▪
▪
▪

Children are using it in their writing, as they
can see how to use it from their reading.
More children are using adjectives, similes,
and well-chosen verbs when describing.
Combination of in context and out of
context allows monitoring of understanding.
The taught grammar is always related to a
text they’ve seen already to support
application.

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

Able to apply in the lesson but we don’t
know yet if they will be able to use
independently or outside of the taught
context.
Pulling grammar out of real books has
worked well.
Children are able to identify word classes
and understand what they do in context.
We have lots of verbs, taken from the class
text, displayed on the working wall which
children refer to.
Poetry week helped to examine grammar
without losing it within a longer text.
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Examples of work from participating schools
Stefan Marseglia, Thomas Buxton Primary School
As part of the school’s ‘catch-up curriculum’ we
continued working on the Year 1 Tower Hamlets
English units once the children returned back to
school in September.
We spent the first few weeks reading fiction and
non-fiction books about our class activists, since
each class this year is named after an activist.
We also started our Read Write Inc. phonics
groups straight away once the children came
back in September. This included the 20-minute

Speed Sound lesson alongside the 40-minute
guided reading session.
Once the students were settled into the school
routines, we started by completing a nonchronological report unit and focused in on
dinosaurs.
We then spent a week learning about classical
poetry then moved onto the “stories with
repeating patterns” unit and used the book Not
Now, Bernard by David McKee.

Progression of lessons for the stories with repeating patterns:

I can learn a story.
As a class we created a text map and used ‘Talk for Writing’ strategies to learn the original story.
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I can imitate a story.
We then spent a few lessons completing short bursts of writing combined with various grammar-related
activities. This is an example from a middle-ability child at the beginning of October.

Transcription:
Hello dad said Bernard. Not now Bernard said his father. Hello mum said Bernard. Not now Bernard
said his mother. Hello monster said Bernard There is a monster in the garden and it will eat me. Not
now Bernard said his mother. Bernard went into the garden. Hello monster said Bernard. The monster
ate Bernard up. and the monster went inside the house.
Row said the monster. Mum put the picnic in front of the TV. The monster ate Dinner. The monster
watched TV. and the monster read one of his comics. Go to bed said mum. But I am a monster!

I can create a character.
We then spent a lesson using arts and crafts
to create our own monster.
We wrote expanded noun phrases and
other descriptive phrases that we would
then use in our own version of the story.
Transcription:
My monster is mean because it is not
helpful. He is also a bit kind because
sometimes he plays with his friends.
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I can plan my story
We changed the setting of Bernard’s house to the school.
The children selected different places and teachers that would tell them “Not Now.”
We explored synonyms to use instead of ‘went’ that is in the original text.

I can write my story.
As before, we spent numerous lessons doing short bursts of writing followed by grammar and other
English-related activities.

Transcription:
Not Now Musa
Musa stormed to the
playground Not now Musa said
Ms Maggie. Musa jogged onto
the slide. Musa saw a monster
in the classroom. It had big
eyes and clors the monster eat
Musa up. the monster broke
the school screen. Not now
Musa said Mr Marseglia. The
monster went to the
playground and broke the slide.
Now now Musa said Mr
Marseglia but I am a monster
said the monster.
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Transcription:
Not now Maryam T
Maryam T went to the playground. Not now Maryam T said Mis Maggie. Then Maryam T went to Miss
Flannigans office. Not now Maryam said Mis Flanningan. After Maryam skated into the football pitch.
Not now said Mis Marggaret. The Maryam went into the middle room. Not now said Mis Alom. The
monster has a soft skin and he had a sweetest soft slime cuddly teddy bear. The monster went I in the
playground and he broke the tyres. then the monster went to Mis Flanningans office he broke the tea
cups in Mis Flanningans office. then the monster went into the football pitch the onster broke the gate
off the football pitch. but Im a monster said the monster.

I can edit and improve my story.
Teaching the children to edit and improve their work is always tricky. This year, I decided to type out
a portion of the story that needed improving. I placed all the errors in ‘red’ and then wrote down
some of the ‘answers’ and words that needed to be fixed on an A3 piece of paper. Together, we
edited the sheet and then the children had a go at writing the edited version underneath.
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Alice Tomlinson, Cyril Jackson Primary School
I practised reading aloud on Zoom and recorded the book we have been reading for our latest English
unit. This would be uploaded to our home learning site in the event that our bubble would need to
isolate.

I have also been reading to the children twice a day when possible. The seating arrangement doesn’t
lend itself particularly well to story time so I have been using the visualiser to ensure children are able to
see the illustrations and text while also watching me read from the physical book. The regular reading
sessions are helping to instil a love of reading and provide a welcome break from our packed timetable.
It has also been beneficial for the children to access rich texts (linked to our core unite texts) and
vocabulary above their reading level.
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Nazmin Kamaly, Bangabandhu Primary School
Nazmin chose to share two pieces of writing inspired by ‘Into the Forest’, Anthony Browne.

Transcription
Dear diary,
Today I am feeling miserable and upset. I told mum that “is there any food”?. Mum was sad and silent
she didn’t say anything. I was sleeping last night then I heard a terrible sound I think it was lightning.
Dad went to the forest yesterday and he is not coming back. I hope he is okay and he is not in the
lightning. I miss him. When will he come back?
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Transcription:
It all began when on stormy terrifying night. It was a storm! I heard the hailstones falling to the ground.
Before long it was morning. I sat down on the table and I was eating my toast and buttery dry bread.
Then I noticed mum wasn’t at our table. Dad said “take the chocolate syrup pancakes to grandad
because he is sick. Go the long way don’t go the short way.” I was walking though the dull forest when
O saw the twelve dancing princess they said “give me your pancakes because they have chocolate syrup
on it” I said “No! these are for my poorly grandad” And I carried on walking. As time passed I saw a
gingerbread man. He said “give the pancakes because they smell delicious.” I said “these are for my
poor grandad. And I walked off.
A moment later, I found a red hair band and I wore it. When I wore it. It glowed. Then I felt that
something was following me. Then I ran and ran until I reached grandad’s house. I knocked on the door
and a very strange voice said “come in.” And I went in and saw … Grandad!
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William Clarke and Charlotte Fallows, Chisenhale Primary School
Delivering remote learning:
▪ We re-structured our Learning Journey to
better fit with working from home.
▪ The lessons we were intending were all
drama based so instead we opted for a
character description which was to be the
second task.
▪ The tasks seemed well received although
some children struggled with the logistics of
working on a computer. Using lots of videos,
encouraged the children to engage.
▪ We worked on Google Classroom. There
were some technical issues but in the main it
was good to be able to send work to and

▪

▪

from the children. We were able to give
feedback and sometimes have a dialogue
with the children (or parents).
We pre-recorded our lessons using zoom,
this was very successful as the children
seemed to watch some videos more than
once if they wanted. They then completed at
least one task a lesson.
We did complete an independent write
which was mainly successful although we
acknowledged that support from home may
have been provided.

Below shows the learning journey of a pupil based on and earlier text ‘Katie in London’, James Mayhew
When Katie and her brother Jack visit London with Grandma,
something very unexpected happens . . . One of the Trafalgar Square
lions comes to life and takes them on a wonderful tour of all the best
sights! Including Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, Big Ben
and the London Eye.

Transcription:
London is the capital city
of Great Britain! London
is a very fun and exciting.
London is perfect!
Imagine seeing London
from your house or
school! Did you know
that London has a big
river called the River
Thames! London has
many tourists.
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Transcription:
First they travelled
to the thrilling
Trafalgar Square.
Next they set to the
domed St Pauls
Cathedral.
Then they bounded
to the spectacular
Tower of London
where ghosts come
out at midnight.
After that they
visited the towery
Tower Bridge.
Afterwards they
galloped to the
ginormous London
Eye. Finally they sat
beside the beautiful
Grand Buckingham
Palace.
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Transcription:
Dear Daddy, I am
here in London
where it is very busy
and beautiful. The
first place I visited
was the round
London Eye! After
that I looked up and
daw the tall Big Ben.
Why is London so
big? In Trafalgar
Square there are
ginormous lions! In
London it rains a lot.
I wish you were
here. Love from xxx
Bye Bye.

Pupils made their own postcards: creating an illustration of their favourite London landmark with an
image of themselves inserted in. This technique was inspired by ‘We Completely Must Go to London’,
Lauren Child.
Pupils then published their postcards, making simple revisions (proof reading):
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Pupils moved to exploring and promoting their own local London area. In this case, Roman Road.

Transcription:
Dear Lion, Please
come and visit the
beautiful Roman
Road because there
is a market and it
has delicious food!
In Roman Road
there market sells
tomatoes, satsumas
and apples. Roman
Road is a big road!
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After exploring different adverts for tourist destinations, pupils began to investigate and explore using
persuasive language to promote their chosen London tourist attraction. In this case, Roman Road.

Transcription:
Find the Roman
Road market and
taste all sorts of
nutritious foods!
Come and take lots
of photos of Roman
Road. Wear all the
beautiful clothes in
the stall!

Pupils were encouraged to use command sentences to entice their readers and make their tourist
attraction a must to visit.

Transcription:
Discover the old
Roman Road in the
Victorian times!
Come into the
colourful shops and
explore them. Go to
the busy Post Office.
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Transcription:
Come to the
beautiful Roman
Road! Buy colourful
fruit. Roman Road
is in London. How
do you get there? It
is way busy there.
Sometime it rains on
Roman Road!
Roman Road is a
very busy market.
Why is it so busy?
Look at all the
colourful clothes.
Please make sure
you come at one
point to the shops
on Roman Road! It
is your last chance
to go to Roman
Road! Because I
have gave you lots
of comments!
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Overview of session 2 CPD
The key messages explored in session 2
were:
▪ Talk, read and write daily
▪ Use knowledge of Year 2 curriculum to
support learning and teaching in English
▪ Reference exemplification materials to
understand the learning journey (reading
and writing)
▪ Writing: Purpose, sentence level work,
idea generation, planning and teacher
modelling
▪ Continue to plan clear sequences of
learning

Remote learning
Reading and remote learning
▪ Online reading: set books to read that
match pupils’ phonics knowledge
(decodable books), ability and interest
▪ No access, aim to provide copies of
decodable books that match pupils’
phonics knowledge, ability and interest
▪ Record reading your class text (or provide
link to video online) for pupils to watch,
listen and enjoy
▪ No access, aim to provide copy of class
text for adult at home to read to pupil,
share and enjoy
▪ Deliver daily storytime session (google
meet, teams, etc.)
▪ Encourage adults to listen to and read to
pupils at home on a daily basis

Writing and remote learning
▪ Ensure all pupils have a sound mat and
sight words sheet to support writing at
home (model how to use them in the
classroom)
▪ Record short videos of shared writing for
pupils to watch (including clear modelling
of phonics to support spelling)
▪ No access, link writing activity to class
learning – knowledge and/or skill. E.g.

▪

▪

instruction writing – write instructions for
a game, recipe, routine from home
Diary writing – this would encourage
purposeful daily writing and can be
shared back in school
Provide an image from class text, or
known text for pupils to write about

Questions to consider for remote learning
▪ What you want pupils to know,
understand and do?
▪ How you will teach them this remotely?
o remote instruction (e.g.
worksheets, textbooks, online
videos, pre-recorded
explanations)
o face-to-face or live explanation?
▪ What tasks / assignments you will give
them to practice and embed their
learning?
▪ How you will assess their understanding
in the short, medium, and long term?
▪ How you will use assessments to provide
formative feedback and inform future
remote learning?

The year 2 journey continues…
Y2 English checking in and moving on
session
Wednesday 10th February 2021, 4.00pm –
5.30pm, online
This twilight session has been written to
support teachers to review pupil progress in
English and plan the next steps for achieving
the standards at the end of the academic
year. Any updates relating to end of Key
Stage SATs and teacher assessment will be
shared.
Book places on SLA online.
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Feedback from participants
Year 2 English session 1 (13.10.2020)
What words best describe this session?

Year 2 English session 2 (25.11.2020)
What would you like to say about this session?
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